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INTERSECTION OF ASYMPTOTIC SURFACES OF THE 
PERTURBED EULER-POINSOT PROBLEM* 

S.A. DOVBYSH 

The mutual disposition of the asymptotic surfaces (separatrices) of 
perturbed permanent rotations is considered in the problem of the motion 
of an asymmetric heavy rigid body with a fixed point in a weak gravitational 
field. It is shown that, for small values of the Poincarg parameter, 
there are always no paired separatrices , except inthe_Hess-Appelroth 
case. As the Poincare' parameter tends to zero, it is shown that an 
infinite number of bifurcationsofthe birth and disappearance of hetero- 
clinic solutions, passing close to the three undisturbed separatrices, 
can be observed. 

1. The pnoblem. Let U be a domain in the real plane R2 {x1, a?}, and let ~1 be a small 
parameter: ) p I<E. We consider the system 

dl’ aH lw aH 
--_a3a, -=--@ 

(:(x1 dcp , 2, cp, p) = H, (z’, 17 + pH, (x1, x3, cp) + . . .I 

(1.1) 

with Hamiltonian which is 2n-periodic with respect to time cp and analytic in the direct 
product 

U {x', x"} x S' {'P mod 2n) X (-e, a) 

Let the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the system 

have fixed hyperbolic points x1,x2, x,ci: u (the points 51 and x,.may possibly coincide), joined 
by two doubly asymptotic solutions x,*(q), I,* (cp), lying entirely in the domain U: 

lim x,*(@=zk, lim xk* ((p)=xk+r; k= 1, 2 
'p-+--m v-t= 

The solutions, asymptotic as cp-+ --OQ or cp-~+~, to a given periodic hyperbolic 
solution, form two invariant surfaces, called respectively the outgoing and incoming separ- 
atrices. 

System (1.2) has two pairs of coincident (twinned) asymptotic surfaces of hyperbolic 
periodic solutions. They are the outgoing separatrix rr" of the solution x=x1 and the 
incoming separatrix rr' of the solution xzz q on the one hand, and the outgoing separatrix 

rz of the solution x= x3 and the incoming separatrix rz" of the solution x=x3 on the 
other. 

For small p# 0 the 2 - n periodic hyperbolic solutions sf zt (i= 1, 2,s) and their 
asymptotic surfaces fo not vanish, but are merely slightly deformed. However, as Poincare 
discovered, in the general case for small values of the parameter p#O the separatrices 
cease to be twinned (they split up). 

Simple necessary and sufficient conditions have been obtained /l/ for the splitting, 
intersection, and non-intersection , of perturbed asymptotic surfaces. These results refer, 
however, to the mutual disposition of the perturbed separatrices in a domain which contains 
part of the unperturbed twinned separatrix and does not contain the unperturbed periodic 
solutions. 

Assume that, for small p>O, thesolutions x=x1 transform into the solutions x= 

x1 (q), and that the perturbed separatrices rr', rr' and ra', ra" split up and do not intersect, 
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real-analytic with 
in cp, transforming 
respect to w) 

-4 

while rh." lie on one side of rh.' (the section by the 
plane cp = const is shown in Fig.1). We find below simple 
sufficient conditions for non-coincidence and intersection of 
the separatrices Ph." for all small P>O. our results are 
used to study the asymptotic surfaces of the perturbed Euler- 
Poinsot problem. 

2. Normal coordinates in the neighbourhood of 
a hyperbolic periodic solution. We will use the 
"uniform version" of Moser's theorem /l/: there exists the 
change of variables 

x = @ (Et 11, 97 I4 = Q’o (E? 11) + 11% (E, 77 (PI -t . . . 
a (x’, x2)/a (5, q) = 1, (Do (0, 0) = 22 

respect to E,q,m, b for sufficiently small 1 E 1, Irl 11 1 p 1, and2n-periodic 
system (1.1) to the normal form (the point denotes the derivative with 

d%ldq = HI&-), dqldq = -aFla~ 

m= Es, F (0, p) = F, (0) + FF, (4 + . .., F; (0) = A>0 
(2.1) 

It can be assumed that the outgoing separatrix n =O, E>O coincides with r2', and the 
incoming separatrix % ~0, n > 0, with PI'. 

Using the results of /l/, we can obtain the equation for the separatrix Pz'close to rz' 

9 = -PJ, ((P - cp,Y(A%) + PL"& (E, 97 cl) (2.2) 

(2.3) 

Bere and below, RI, . . ,, R, are analytic functions, and cl,...,C8 are constants; 
condition (2.3) serves to define 'pz. 

The similar equation for rIV close to rI' is 

(2.4) 

x1* (z + cpJ = % (0, q exp (-AT)) (2.5) 

Let %', n', 'p be the coordinates in the neighbourhood of the perturbed periodic solution 

s=r,(cp), similar to coordinates %Y 117 cp? and let A' be a quantity similar to A. To be 
specific, let %', n' be chosen in the way shown in Fig.1. (The case shown in Fig.1 can only 
hold if J, (cp)> 0, J, (cp) < 0.) 

By composing the Birkhoff transformation with powers of the mapping over the period we 
can continue the coordinates %, 11 and .%', rl' in a neighbourhood Vr of the separatrices rr', 

r” 19 which does not contain the perturbed solutions m=rk (cp). In the domain VI it is con- 
venient to transform from coordinates %,n and %',+)I to coordinates o,,L& and o',(P~', where 
0 = %n, o'=%'lj, and ‘pz’ is expressible in terms of %' by an expression exactly similar to 
(2.3). Using (2.2)-(2.5), we find expressions for transforming from one coordinate system 
to the other in the domain VI: 

Am = A’@’ + PJ, ((P - a’) + R, (co’, cp, ‘pz’, p) (2.6) 
‘+‘I= ‘PZ’ + Ra (a’, ‘p, ‘pz’, 14 

where the series expansion of R, in o',p starts with not lower than quadratic terms, and the 
expansion of R, with not lower than linear terms. 

Notice that: 1) 0, o', Jr ((P - cpz') is independent of the choice of coordinates %S n and 

E', rl', and depends only on the point of the domain V, and the parameter P; 2) Eqs.(2.2), 
(2.4) are obtained from (2.6) if we put w=O or w'=O. 

We can express (PI, 'pz in terms of %, 1) by 

~p,=C,--A~~ln~, cp,=A~'ln%+C,, 
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which follow from Eqs.(2.3) and (2.5). 
In the neighbourhood VI of the separatrices rl',rl" we shall use coordinates o', %'r cp* 

and in the similar neighbourhood l’s of the separatrices r2', PI", the coordinates, 0, % cp* 
Let (w,cpps‘,(p) be the coordinates of a point close to separatrices r,', rr' (insfde the domain 

V,), where w'= pJ’, where J' = 0 (1). Then,in (0, ml, cp) coordinates this point becomes 

o = pJ, w = ‘~a’ i- 0 (14 (2.7) 
AJ = R’J’ + J1 (rp - tpp’) -I- 0 (P) 

If J> C,>O (all the expressions are similar for the case J< C,<O), then, after 
a time Arp=2nn (n iterations of the Poincare' mapping), where n= I--(2nA)-'in ~1, the point 
(5, n, rp)- (0, 'pz'. cp) becomes the point &. '% q-l- Am) - (0, 'Pa, cp), close to rz' (inside the 
domain V& where 

E, = Sew (23-d = 0 (I), ql = 0 (p) 
w = F’ = A + pa + p2R, (J, p) 
a = F,” (0) J + F,’ (0) 

(2.8) 

tpe = A-l In & + C, = A--'In w - A-l Inn + C, + 2nn + 2awA-$m -i- 

2nnA-$.~~R, (J, p) = ‘pL + C, Jr A-’ In p + 2nn + ZnnA-‘pa + A-’ In J $ 2nnA-'pLaR6 (J, p) 

3. Non-coincidence of the separatrikes rllr I?*". 

Theorem 1. The separatrices rl*, r," do not coincide for any sufficiently small FL>0 
if at least one of the following conditions holds: 

1”. s lnJ,(cp)>A or -+n(-J&p))<-A 

for any cp (this is the case, in particular, if J1(~)= 0 or J%(r+)=O for some cp). 
20. The domains of variation ofthe functions J, and -J, are not the same. 
30. one of functions J,, Jg has no branching points in the complex plane, while the 

other is not equal to a constant and has a zero or pole on its Riemann surface. (These 
conditions are satisfied, e.g., by real trigonometric polynomials.) 

40. F,"(O)#O and at least one of functions J-, is not constant. 
Some other criteria can also be obtained for non-coincidence and intersection of the 

separatrices r;, re*. 
Proof. Let us find the parametric equations for the separatrix rl" close to rs', Fe*. 

From (2.4) and (2.8) we have 

qe =9X - C, - A-'ln TV - 2nn - A-'In A-l - (3.1) 
A-’ In J, WA + 0 (F In 14 

w = A-‘pJ, (+I) + 0 (P’), ‘h = Cp - ‘pk 

The term 0 (p In p) on the right-hand side of (3.1) has the form 

--2flnA-'pa (9 - n) + pR,(cp, ml9 p) + 
np% 0% 'Pi, p) 

a (4)) = F,’ (0) -t- A-‘F,” (0) J, (44 

If, for some p> 0, the separatrices I;#, r,n coincide, then ~a with fixed cp is a 
single-valued smooth function of 9X; similarly, rp,i.s a smooth function of 9%. The-condition 
drp,idml>6>0 must therefore be satisfied. Calculation gives 

dcp$d~l = 1 - A-% 1x1 J, (q - cp,)fdtp - 2nnA-‘pda (9 - cp,)idrp + 0 (p) 

Hence criterion lo follows. 
The curve cut out by the plane cp= con& on the separatrix r<" is the image under a 

power of the Poincar6 mapping of the piece of it lying close to separtrix xi*. From (2.2), 
(2.4) we have 

I J, (cp - CPA + J, ((P - PA I < C, I P I (3.2) 

Hence criterion 2O follows at once. 
Now let Fo" (O)#Ol aY,l&##O at the point +==oO. Then, ,(dc&$)++lp,# 0, and it can 

be shown that inequality (3.2) must be violated for small p>O. Hence criterion 4O follows. 
Let p and q be the canonical coordinates in the neighbourhood of 2% at which the 

Hamiltonian 
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On performing one step of the Birkhoff transformation,wecan obtain the expression 

r/8," (0) = -3x-' (Hod,,, -t HJf2J + Hzg. 

If there exist arbitrarily small positive values of pat which the separatrices rl",I'," 
are twinned, then, on passing to the limit as p-,0 in the appropriate sequence convergent 
to zero, we obtain --J, (%) = J, ($Jr where 

$ =% + C, - A-'lnJ, (%). 

We can similarly express $I in terms of &: 

*I =112 + C7 +m &rln (-4, (&)). 

Let f (44 = J, (4% g (Q) = --J, N)* and let f have a zero 1u of order m>O on its Riemann 
surface, which lies above z,EC (in other cases, all the arguments are similar). Then W 
has a neighbourhood on the Riemann surface which projects one-to-one into the neighbourhood 
U of point z0 in the complex plane. Hence we need only consider in the set II one branch of 
the function f, which is connected with the function g by the equation 

f (2) = g (z + X), x = c, - IF In f (2) 

If s is close to zO, then ReX is close to +m. 
There is a C, such that, for u that satisfies the condition Ren>G, there is a 

solution z= U of the equation z +X= U. 
For, we can rewrite the last equation as 

f (z) exp (-AZ) = exp (-11 (U - C,)) (3.3) 

By the theorem on local inversion of analytic functions, there exists p>O such that, 

if lev (--A (u - Cd I-c P, then Eq.(3.3) has a solution z E u which tends to z,, as Re u--t + 
00. Thus, as Re u--t + 00 g(u) = f (z)-f (z,,) -= 0. Since g(u) is 2n-periodic, g 5 0. We have 
a contradiction. Criterion 3 is proved. 

4. Application to the perturbed Euler-Poinsot case. we consider the motion of 
an asymmetric rigid heavy body about a fixed point. bet a<b<c be the reciprocals of the 
principal moments of inertia of the body; the Poincar& parameter p is the product of the 
weight of the body and the distance of the centre of gravity to the point of suspension, X,, 

y07 20 are the direction cosines of the radius vector of the centre of gravityintheprincipal 
axes of inertia, connected with the fixed point, and H is the constant area. 

If the total energy level h>O is fixed, we can pass by means of isoenergetic reduction 
to the reduced system (1.1) /l/, where zl= Z,z2= L,cp= g are the Andoyer-Deprit canonical 
variables. With p=O system (1.1) has the fixed points 

y1 : (L = 0, 2 = x mod Zn), yl: (L = 0, 2 = 0 mod Zn) 

connected by the doubly asymptotic solutions. Study of the splitting of the separatrices with 

&#O was started in /2/ (in the special case X0= ZO=O,YO+O), and was completed in /l/. 
It was found that, with certain values of the problem parameters, the separatrices split 

up and do not intersect. Nevertheless, Ziglin showed, by applying to a sequence mapping given 
in a domain of the ring (L; lmod 2n), Moser's theorem on invariant curves, and using simple 
arguments, connected with the presence of an invariant area, that the following can easily be 
proved: for all values of the problem parameters, except for the Hess-Appelroth case, for 
sufficiently small P#OI there are at least two double asymptotic (homoclinic) solutions for 
each disturbed periodic solution Vi. In the Hess-Appelroth case, there are no such solutions. 

It has remained unclear whether some of these homoclinic solutions can lie on twinned 
(for certain small PLO) asymptotic surfaces. This can only occur in the situation studied 
in Sect.3. In this problem, the improper integrals Ji(cp), taken along unperturbed double 
asymptotic, solutions, are trigonometric non-constant polynomials /l/. Hence, by criterion 3O, 
the asymptotic surfaces do not coincide for any small p#O. 

Take three doubly asymptotic solutions xi*(~), i = 1,2, 3 (Fig.Z), chosen so that the points 
xi* (0) are equidistant from the fixed points yi. Let J, (cp) be the corresponding improper 
integrals. Using-the results of /l/, we find after calculations that 

~~ (cp) ,= (-i)ja,Y, + a,Y, cos ‘p - ((-i)ja,X, + 42 sir1 ‘Py 

j = 2, 3; 
U,, = HJh, a, 2 k 1/c - b!sh’i&i 

ay = k I/c - aich’ip~, a2 = k I./b - aish 'iznp 
k zx nG,-' 11 - (HiG,)*]'f~ [(b - a) (C - b) (C - a)]-“* 

h = ‘l,bG,2, .I ;\’ ~ b-1 [(b - a) (c - b)l’lz = p-’ 
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(h is a fixed energy constant). The integral J, (cp) is obtained from J,(q) by the replace- 
ment X0 -t - X0, Y, -f - Y,. From the inequality a-'< b-l +c-’ for the moments of inertia, we 
have A<i. 

We denote the problem parameters by 

pr = (a, b, c, X0, Y,, Z,, H/G,) 

Theorem 2. There exist domains Si (i = 1, 2,s) in the parameter space such that: 1) with 
prE s, u SS U s, and all small p>O, the perturbed separatrices split up, do not intersect, 
and are located as shown in Fig.3; 

2) for pr E S, and all small CL> 0, the outgoing separatrix r1 and the incoming separ- 
atrix rz do not intersect close to the unperturbed separatrices xi*; 

3) for pr E S, and all small to. > OX, and rz intersect close to the unperturbed separ- 
atrices Xi*; 

4) for prES, there are sequences of positive numbers p,,++O, pLn--+O, n-t 00, such 
that, with u == un- rl and ra intersect close to xi*, and with p = p,,+ they do not intersect. 

I “3 

Fig. 2 

5 

Fig. 3 

In short, for pr E S,, as the positive p tends to zero, we observe an infinite number of 
bifurcations of the birth gnd disappearance of heteroclinic solutions, passing close to xi*. 
This is also true for pr E: Sa, though in this case these heteroclinic solutions do not all 
vanish for every small CL> 0. 

Proof. The picture of the separatrices in Fig.3 holds if .T1(cp)> 0, J, (rp)< 0, J, (cp)>O 
for all cp. In the neighbourhood of the perturbed periodic solution yi we choose normal co- 
ordinates Si7 ?ir and take Oi = Eini. In the neighbourhood of Xi* we link with 1 Eimda 1 the 
phase cpi in accordance with relations (2.3). Let $ = cp - 'pi. 

We use expressions (2.J), (2.81, (3.1). Close to x8* the separatrix r1 is given by the 
parametric equations 

& = $r - t - A-'In J, (%) + 0 (P In p) (4.1) 
(t = C, + A-l In TV + 2nn f A-’ In 11-l) 

where m2 = A-%J, (%) + 0 (~7, or 

03 = A-$ (Jx ($1) + J, (lliz)) + 0 (P") (4.2) 

The parts of rr, where -(J1 (I@~) + J, ($J)> 6 > 0, are located close to x2*, and in time 
2nn transform into parts located close to x3* and given by Eqs.(4.2) and 

$3 = $2 - t - A-' In (-Jr (%) - J, (%)) + 0 (P In IL) (4.3) 

(by the symmetry of the unperturbed problem, the constant C, is the same in both equations). 
Close to z2* the separatrix r2 is given by the equation 

03 = -A-‘PJ, ($3) + 0 (~7 

BY choosing suitable a, b,c, H, GO, we can give any pre-assigned values to the quantities 

aor a,+ 0, 0~ A< 1. Let x,=z,=o, Y,=1. 

If J = J, ($1) + JI MS) + J, ($3) > 0 f or any qi, then the separatrices rl,rz do not inter- 
sect close to x,*for small ~>0, or therefore, close to x1*,x2*. For this, it suffices to 
require that 3 1 a, I< Ia, 1. 

The piece of rz close to x, * is given by the equations 

0, = --A-% (Js ($3) + J, ($A) + 0 (0 (4.4) 

$2 = $3 + t + A-l In Js ($3) + 0 (P In P) 

We fix a,, aV, qz. In any interval in S1 = Rl(2nZ) for sufficiently large A-r, there 
exists a solution I& of Eq.(4.1) mod2n and a solution & of Eq.(4.4) mod2n (since functions 
J,, Js are not locally constant). It can be seen that the following holds: for large A-', in 
the neighbourhood of separatrix x2* which does not contain solutions yi,there efist branches 
of separatrices r1 and r,, o(p)-close to the surfaces given by the equations 



II2 = n-$JJ, (111), co2 : -li-‘p V2 (cp - (rJ + J3 (WI 

where VI, % are previously chosen numbers. Hence, if there are numbers ~&,Qs, such that J 
changes sign as Qz varies, then, for sufficiently large A-i and small 1~ > 0 (0< IL < p (pr)), 
the separatrices ri,r, have an infinitely large number of distinct lines of intersection, 
i.e., heteroclinic solutions. Hence there exists pr E S,. 

We now fix A and specify a positive E< 'I=, while we take 6 = 1 a,ia, 1 sufficiently 
small (6<6 (E)). We choose X,,Y,,z, in such a way that 

axXo + a& = 0 

1 a,Y, 1 -i (a,.& - a,X,) = 1/z + s. 

It can be assumed without loss of generality that a,Y, = -1. 
Let u = (1 - 2E)/(1 + 2~). The quantity J+ O(p) can be equal to zero, provided that 

sin $I and sin*, exceed cc i- 0 (6) + 0 (p), i.e., that $r,. $3 lie in the intervals (2nm + @, 
2nm + z - CD), where @ = arcsin a +- 0 (6) + 0 (p). In this case 

-(Ji ($1) -t J, (%))> '1, - s + 0 (6) + 0 (p). 

By (4.1) and (4.3), 

& - $r = -2t - 2A-lln I/* -f 0 (s) + 0 (6) + 0 (p In IL). 

On the other hand, the difference $)3 -$r must lie in one of the intervals (2nmi- 2@ - 
n, 2nm + n - 2@). If E is small (E< E (A), 6 < 6 (e), p< p (pr)), this condition must be 
violated in a sequence t,-+ - 00, n-t 00, to which corresponds the sequence p,,'. 

The sequence pLn- will correspond to the t which satisfy the condition 

2t + n-r In (1/4 - Ed) = 0 mod 2n. 

For, in this case, with sin& = 1 we have 

% = h + 0 (6) + 0 (CL In p) mod 2~ 
J + 0 (p) = -2s + 0 (6) + 0 (PC) 

This last expression is negative if &< s(e) and p< I. Then, the separatrices r, 
and I'2 intersect close to x3*, and hence, close to x1*, x2*. Thus there exists prE S,. 

Notice in conclusion that all the points in the problem parameter space, close to those 
chosen in the proof, likewise have the necessary property. Hence we can choose entire domains 
as the sets Si. 

The author thanks V.V. Kozlov for his attention and support, and S.L. Ziglin for his 
interest. 
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